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REGULAR CLOSED MAPS
R. F. D1CKMAN, JR.
Abstract.
A subset A of X is far from the remainder if whenever * is a free open ultrafilter in X there exists Ue * such that
A C\c\xU= 0. A map is regular closed provided that the image of
every regular closed set is closed. In this note we use some recent
results of G. Viglino to show that every map can be extended to a
regular closed map with far from the remainder point inverses.
We also relate these maps to several other interesting classes of
maps.

Introduction.
Throughout this paper all spaces are assumed to be
Hausdorff and all functions are assumed to be continuous. A subset A of a
space Xis a regular closed subset of Xif A=clx0nt A) and a map f.X—>-Y
is a regular closed map if for every regular closed set A <=X,fiA) is closed
in Y. A subset A of A"is said to be far from the remainder (f.f.r.) if for every
free open ultrafilter ^ in X, there exists Ve<% such that clxVnA = 0.
An extension of a map/: A'-»-F is a map F: Z—>Y such that X is a proper
dense subset of Z and F\ X=f and we say that a space X is fabsolutely
closed (alternately / is absolutely closed) provided that no extension of
/: X-*- Y exists. In [4] G. Viglino gave some characterizations of absolutely
closed maps. In this note we give another such characterization and relate
these maps to several interesting classes of maps.
A characterization.
Theorem 1 [4, Theorem 1.2]. A map f:X->-Y is absolutely closed provided that whenever °l¿ is an open filter in X such that f(tf¿) converges in Y,
°i¿ has a nonempty adherent set in X.
Theorem 2. A mapf. X-^- Y is absolutely closed if and only if it is regular
closed and point inverses are f.f.r.

Proof of the necessity.
Let A be a regular closed subset of X and
suppose that y e clrf(A)\f (A). Let ^V(y) denote the open neighborhood

filter ofy. Then for every TVe jV(y),f-l(N) C\A is nonempty as is/_1(TV*)n
int A. Thus {/_1(ÎV)nint A: N e ^Viy)} is a base for an open filter^ such
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that/X^) converges to y in Y. By Theorem 1, adx^', the adherent set of
fy in A, is a nonempty subset off~1(y). But if x e adx^, x belongs to A
and so f(x)=y efiA). This contradiction implies that/is regular closed.
In order to see that point inverses are f.f.r. let y e Y and let °l¿ be a free
open ultrafilter. Then by Theorem 1 and the maximality of "%,y $ adYfi°l¿).
Thus there exists an open set V containing y and U e °l¿ such that Vn

fiU)=0.

Thenf~l( V)nU=0

andf~l(y)nclA-U= 0. Thusf~Hy)is f.f.r.

The sufficiency.
Suppose that ^ is a free open filter in A and suppose
that/(^)
converges to y e Y. Since A is a regular closed set,/(A)
is a
closed subset of F so that y efiX). By our hypothesis/-1^)
is f.f.r., hence
there exists U e°U such that f-1iy)r\clxU=0.
But then A=clxU is
regular closed and/(^)
is a closed set not containing y. This is impossible
since Y\fiA) would then be a neighborhood of y containing no V e°U.
This contradiction implies that/is absolutely closed.
Corollary
2.1. Every map can be extended to a regular closed map
with f.f.r. point inverses.
This follows immediately from Theorem 2 and Theorem (2.2) of [4].
Remarks.
The following question is posed in [4]: Is every closed map
with point inverses //-closed relative to A an absolutely closed map? We
have seen that replacing the term "closed map" in the question with the
weaker term "regular closed map", and strengthening the condition "point
inverses are //-closed relative to A" to "point inverses are f.f.r." gives a
characterization of absolutely closed maps. The question in [4] may then
be rephrased as follows: If point inverses of a closed map are //-closed
relative to A, are they also f.f.r.? One can easily show that if point inverses of a map are f.f.r., they are also //-closed relative to X. There are
//-closed subsets which are not f.f.r. See [1, p. 48].
Let tX denote the Katëtov //-closed extension of A [3]. A map/: X-* Y
is called r-proper provided there exists a map rf. rX~>r Y such that r/| Y =f
and a r-proper map is said to be r-perfect if r/(rA\A)<=
(Ty\F). In [1,
Theorem 5] A. Blaszczyk and J. Mioduszewski showed that every r-perfect
map is absolutely closed. Every open map is r-proper [1] so r-proper maps
are not necessarily absolutely closed. The example of [1, p. 49] shows that
absolutely closed maps are not necessarily r-proper. By Theorem 2 and
Theorem 3 of [1], a T-proper map is absolutely closed if and only if it is
r-perfect.
Theorem
map.

3.

Every r-proper map f: X—*-Y can be extended to a r-perfect

Proof.
Let Z=(t/)_1(
Y) and g=rf\Z.
Then rZ is an absolute closure
of A and by [3, Theorem (1.13)] there exists a map «:rA—>-rZ such that
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«lA'is the identity. Also rZis an absolute closure of Z so there exists a map
g'.rZ^-TX such that g\Z is the identity. Thus « and g are inverses and tX
is the Katëtov extension of Z. Since g can be extended to rX, and girX\X) <=
ÍtY\Y), g is T-perfect as required.
Remarks.
The author has been able to show that every map can be
extended in a unique manner to a perfect map, however the extension often
behaves badly in that the domain usually fails to be a Hausdorff space [2].
One would expect this to be the case since a nonperfect map on an absolutely closed space cannot be extended to a perfect map on a Hausdorff
space. Since every map on an absolutely closed space is regular closed and
every set is f.f.r. we avoid this difficulty in the above extension.
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